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4. Examples of proximity relations 
The first theorem of this section gives an alternative description of 
proximity relations: 
Theorem 4.1: Two subsets of X are far with respect to the proximity 
relation corresponding to the precompact structure Olt if and only if they 
have disjoint closures in the compactification of X relative to Olt. 
Proof: Let Olt be a uniform structure for the set X and let A and B 
be subsets with intersecting closures. If x E A (J B and U E Olt then there 
are points au E A and bu E B such that au E U[x] and bu E U[x]. Hence 
if U is symmetric then x E U[au] and x E U[bu]. This shows that U[A] 
and U[B] intersect for every U E Olt and so A and Bare close with respect 
to Olt. Until now no use has been made of the compactness of the com-
pletion X. Simple counter-examples show that it is however necessary 
in the proof of the converse. For instance if X is the plane and Olt is the 
complete uniform structure generated by the Euclidean metric then the 
closed sets A= [(x, y) : xy;;. 1] and B= [(x, y) : xy<, -1] are disjoint but 
their Euclidean distance is zero. 
Let A and B be close with respect to Olt. Then for every vicinity U E Olt 
there are points au E A and bu E B such that (au, bu) E U. Since X is 
compact the closed subspaces A and B are compact and so A X B is 
compact. We order Olt by inverse inclusion so that U.;;;;; V if and only if 
U :d V. Under this partial ordering Olt is a directed set and the pairs 
(au, bu) form a net over Olt with values in A X B. Since A X B is compact 
this net has an adherence point (a, b) where a E A and bE B. Now let 
W E Olt be arbitrary and let V be a symmetric vicinity satisfying 
V o V o V ~ W. Then (a, b) being an adherence point of the net ((au, bu)) 
(U E Olt) there is a U E Olt such that V.;;;;; U and (a, au) E V and (bu, b) E V. 
Hence we obtain 
(a, b) = (a, au) o (au, bu) o (bu, b) E V o U o V ~ V o V o V ~ W, 
and so bE W[a] for every WE Olt. Therefore a belongs to the closed set 
B and the sets A and B intersect. 
In applications proximity relations are usually given only on some 
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proper subset f!lJ of the power set & of X. We then face the problem of 
extending the relation 1\ given on f!lJ to a proximity relation on &. It is 
natural to say that two sets A~, A2 E & are far if and only if there exist 
sets B1, B2 E f!lJ such that Ai C Bi (i= 1, 2) and B1 1\ B2. If f!lJ and the 
relation given on f!lJ satisfy a few simple conditions then the binary 
relation defined in this way will satisfy the axioms of a proximity relation. 
To be precise : 
Lemma 4.1: Let f!lJ be closed under the formation of finite unions and 
finite intersections and let 1\ be a binary relation on f!lJ satisfying the following 
conditions : 
(1) B 1\ ,P for every BE f!lJ . 
. (2) B1 1\ B2 if and only if B2 1\ B1. 
(3) (a) If B1 1\ B2 and B1 1\ Ba then B1 1\ B2 u Ba. 
(b) If B, C B; (i= 1, 2) and B~ 1\ B; then B1 1\ B2. 
(4) If B1 and B2 inte1·sect then B1 V B2 i.e. not B1 1\ B2. 
(5) If B1 1\ B2 then there exist sets B;, B; E f!lJ (i = 1, 2) such that 
· B, 1\ B; J cB; and B; 1\ B;. 
Then the extension of 1\ to f!lJ is a pmximity relation. If for any pair of 
distinct points x~, X2 EX there exist sets B1, B2 E f!lJ such that Xi E Bt and 
B1 1\ B 2 then the extension of 1\ is separated. 
Proof: Only axioms (P. 3) and (P. 5) need proof. If A1 1\ A2 and 
A 1 1\ A3 then by definition there are sets ~' Bi (i = 2, 3) in f!lJ such that 
A1 C B~, At C Bi and B11\ Bi. By hypothesis B1 = B~ n B~ and B = B2 u Ba 
belong to f!lJ. Moreover by (3) B1 1\ B and so A1 1\ A2 U Aa. Conversely 
if A1 1\ A2 U Aa then we have A1 1\ A2 and A1 1\ Aa. This proves axiom 
(P. 3). Next if A1 1\ A2 then by definition there exist Bi E f!lJ such that 
At C Bi and B1 1\ B2. By (5) there are sets B;, B; E f!lJ satisfying 
Bi 1\ B; J cB; and B; 1\ B;. Since At C Bt we have Ai 1\ cB; and axiom 
(P. 5) is proved. 
Example 1. As a first example we choose a locally compact 
Hausdorff space X and let f!lJ be the family of its closed sets. If B1 and B2 
are disjoint and at least one of them is compact we define B1 1\ B2• Then 
conditions (1), (2) and (4) are clearly satisfied. Since the union of finitely 
many compact subspaces is compact B1 1\ B2 and B1 1\ Ba imply 
B1 1\ B2 U Ba. If B; is compact then the closed subspace Bi is compact. 
Hence the condition B1 1\ B2 always implies B1 1\ B2. Condition (5) 
follows from the regularity of X: For if B1 is compact and B2 is closed 
and disjoint from Bl then for every b E Bl there is an open set ob 
containing b such that its closure is compact and disjoint from B2• 
Since B1 is compact we can choose finitely many points b1, ... , bn E B1 
such that 0=0b, U ... U Ob,. covers B1. We put B~ =0 and repeat 
the process with the compact set B~ in place of B1. In this way we obtain 
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an open set Q containing B~ whose closure B; = Q is compact and 
disjoint from B2. Hence 
B1 C 0 C B; C Q C B~ C cB2 
where 0 and Q are open and B1, B; and B; are compact. If we set 
B~ =cO and B; = cQ then Bt 1\ B; :J cB; (i= 1, 2) and B~ 1\ B;. Hence 
condition (5) is also. satisfied and 1\ can be extended to a proximity 
relation for X. Since X is locally compact 1\ is separated. 
If 0 is open with respect to the topology of X and if x ¢= 0 then by the 
regularity of X there is an open set Ox such that x E Ox C cO. Hence 
using B1={x} and B2=cOx we see that {x} 1\0. This proves that 0 is 
open with respect to the topology generated by the proximity relation 1\ . 
Conversely if x ¢= C implies {x} 1\ C then for every x ¢= C there are sets 
B1 and B2, closed with respect to the topology of X, such that x E B1 
and C C B2. Hence x E Ox C cC where 0x=CB2 is open with respect to 
the original topology of X. Therefore C is a closed set of X, and so the 
proximity relation 1\ is compatible with the topology of X. We have 
the following 
Lemma 4. 2 . : Let X be topologized by a proximity relation 1\ . If B1 
is compact and B2 is closed and disjoint from B1 then B1 1\ B2. 
Proof: If bE B1 then b ¢= B2 where B2 is closed and so {b} 1\ B2. 
Hence for each b E B1 we have {b} 1\ B2 and so by Lemma 3.1 we can find 
an open set Ob containing b such that Ob 1\ B2. Since B1 is compact 
there are finitely many points b1, ... , bn E B1 with the property that 
Ob = Ob1 u ... u Obn covers B1. By axiom (P. 3) we see that Ob 1\ B2 and 
so B1 1\ B2. 
This lemma shows that the proximity relation constructed above is 
the weakest proximity relation which is compatible with the topology 
of the locally compact Hausdorff space X. The corresponding precompact 
structure 'PI A is the weakest uniform structure compatible with the 
topology of X. It can be obtained also by taking the least upper bound 
of the structures j-l("f/) where "Y is the usual structure of the reals and 
f varies over the real valued continuous functions on X which have compact 
supports. Another description is as follows: ~A is the restriction to X 
of the unique structure of the Alexandroff compactification of X. It is 
also known that the existence of a weakest structure compatible with a 
given topology implies local compactness. (See [8], [11] and [12].) 
Example 2: We let X be an arbitrary topological space and first 
define 1\ for the family f!4 of closed sets: If there is a real valued continuous 
function f on X and if there are real numbers {h < {32 such that 
B1 C [x : f(x) < {31] and B2 C [x : f(x) > {32] 
then we let B11\ B2. Conditions (1), (2) and (4) are obviously true. If 
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B1 1\ B2 and B1 1\ Ba then there are continuous functions /i (i = 2, 3) 
such that B1 ~ [x : /i(x).;;;: OJ and Bi ~ [x : ft(x) > 1). Hence using f= /2 +/a 
and (3' = 0 < (3" = 1 we see that B1 1\ B2 U Ba. This proves (3) (a). Conditions 
(3) (b) and (5) follow immediately from the definition of the relation 1\. 
Hence 1\ can be extended to a proximity relation for the set X. The 
extension is separated only if X is a Stone space, that is if distinct points 
can be separated by real valued continuous functions. The topology 
generated by 1\ is generally weaker than the topology originally given 
on X. It is the strongest completely regular topology majorized by the 
original topology of X. If X is completely regular then the two topologies 
are identical and we obtain a proximity relation compatible with the 
topology of X. The precompact structure which corresponds to 1\ can 
be determined by using 
Lemma 4. 3: If f is bounded and if 
(*) [x: f(x).;;;;f3l] 1\ [x: f(x)>/32] 
for every /31 < /32 then f is uniformly continuous with respect to the precompact 
structure corresponding to 1\ . 
Proof: We may assume that f is non-negative and is bounded from 
above by ne where e>O is arbitrary and n is a suitable positive integer. 
Using (*) for every m= l, ... , n we can determine a Um E Olt such that 
the sets Um[[x: f(x).;;;;me]] and Um[[y: f(y);;.(m+l)e]] do not intersect. 
We set u = ul n ... n Un. Now let (x, y) E u and let f(x) <f(y). We 
determine m such that (m-l)e<f(x).;;;;me. Since (x, y) E Um we see that 
f(y)<(m+l)e<f(x)+2e and so O.;;;;f(y)-f(x)<2e. Hence f is uniformly 
continuous with respect to Olt. 
By the definition of 1\ every bounded real valued continuous function 
f on X satisfies condition (*) and so by the above lemma it is uniformly 
continuous with respect to the structure Olt c corresponding to 1\ . There 
is only one precompact structure satisfying these requirements called 
the Cech structure of X. It is the strongest precompact structure com-
patible with the topology of the completely regular space X and its 
completion is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. Olt c is the least 
upper bound of the structures j-l("f/") where "Y is the usual structure of 
the reals and f varies over the family of real valued, bounded continuous 
functions on X. If X is regular and normal then the proximity relation 
corresponding to the Cech structure of X can be described without the 
use of continuous functions: Let again be f!J the family of closed sets and 
let B1 1\ B2 if and only if B1 and B2 are disjoint. (Regularity is necessary 
to assure the uniformizability of X. Of course if X is separated and normal 
then it is uniformizable.) 
5. Freudenthal compactifications 
A compactification of a completely regular space X is a compact space 
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X containing X as a dense subspace together with the injection map 
X--+ X. Hence two compactifications of X are considered equivalent if 
they are homeomorphic spaces and if in addition X is embedded in both 
of them in the same way. More precisely X1 together with /I : X--+ X1 
and X2 together with /2 : X --+ X2 are the same compactification if there 
exists a homeomorphism of X1 onto X2 which reduces to the identity 
on X. The compact space X has a unique uniform structure Olt and so X 
and the injection map f : X--+ X determine a precompact structure Olt. 
The completion of X with respect to Olt is X, hence the compactification 
X together with X --+ X is uniquely determined by X and the structure 
Olt. Moreover if X1 with /I : X --+ X1 and X2 with /2 : X --+ X2 are identical 
then they determine the same uniform structure Olt. Thus instead of the 
compactifications of X we may speak about the precompact uniform 
structures of X. It is costumary to introduce a reflexive partial ordering 
on the family of compactifications of X (see [7] and [9]) which can be 
most easily described in terms of the corresponding structures: X 1 with 
/I : X--+ X1 is weaker than X2 with /2 : X--+ X2 if the corresponding 
structures satisfy the relation Ol/1..;;; Ol/2• In this partial ordering the 
Stone-Cech compactification is a maximal element and is comparable 
with every other compactification. If X is locally compact then the 
Alexandroff compactification is a unique minimal element. By the 
Samuel-Shirota theorem (see [7], [ll] and [12]) if X is not locally compact 
then no minimal compactification exists. Freudenthal has shown that 
whenever X is rim-compact then it has compactifications such that 
X- X is zero dimensional. This indicates that these compactifications 
are placed quite low in the partial ordering. One type of these compact-
ifications is given in [6] and another for metrizable X is constructed 
in [5]. 
The purpose of this section is to show that the Freudenthal compact-
ification given in [5] is meaningful for every regular and rim-compact 
topological space X. The space X need not be separated nor metrizable. 
The construction is based on the notions of a bridge connecting two open 
sets of X and the relation __L introduced by Freudenthal in [5]. The 
closed set B is called a bridge between the open sets 01 and 02 if there is 
no decomposition of 01 U B U 02 into disjoint sets 81 and 82 such that 
St (i= 1, 2) is open in 01 u B u 02 and Ot k St. We say that the 
open sets 0~, 02 satisfy the relation 01 __L 02 if for every filter base f!l 
whose elements bridge 01 with 02 the adherence of f!l intersects X -01-02. 
It is clear that intersecting sets do not satisfy the relation __L. Moreover 
01 __L 02 and Qi k Ot (i = 1, 2) imply Q1 __L Q2 because if B is a bridge 
between Q1 and Q2 then B is a bridge also between 0 1 and 0 2• Therefore 
if (01 U 02) __LOa then 0 1 __LOa and 02 __LOa. We now prove the converse 
by using the following 
Lemma 5.1: If B is a bridge between 01 u 02 and Oa then B-01 is 
a bridge between 02 and Oa or B -- 02 is a bridge between 01 and Oa. 
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Proof: We suppose that B -01 is not a bridge between Oi and Oa 
where i = 1 and j = 2 or i = 2 and j = l. Then there is a partition of 
Oi u (B -OJ) u Oa into disjoint open sets Si and s; such that Oi C Si and 
OaCS~. We let S=S1uS2 and Sa=S~IIS~ so that 0=01u02CS and 
Oa C Sa. It is easy to see that S U Sa= 0 u B u Oa and S II Sa= q;. Since 
Si is open in Oi u (B-OJ) u Oa also Si u 0 1 is open in 01 u 02 u B u Oa 
and so S=S1uS2=(S1u02)u(S2u01) is open in OuBuOa. We 
prove that Sa is also open in 0 u B u Oa: Let Oi and Oi denote the closures 
of Oi in X and Xt=Ot u (B-Oj) u Oa, respectively. Since s; C cSi where 
si is closed in xi and oi c si we have oi c si and so s; c cOi. Therefore 
using Oi=OtiiXt we obtain S~CcOi (i=1,2). Since s; is open in xi 
we see that s; II c01 is open in Xi u 01=0 u B u Oa. Using s; C cOi we 
obtain Sa =S~ II s; = (S~ II c02) II (S; II c01). Thus Sa is open in 0 u B u 0 3 
and B is not a bridge between 0 and 0 3 . 
Lemma 5.2: If 01 ___LOa and 02 ___LOa then 01 U 02 ___LOa. 
Proof: Let every element of the filter base fJB be a bridge between 
0 = 01 U 02 and Oa. If B-01 is a bridge between 02 a;nd Oa for every 
BE fJB then the sets B-01 form a filter base !JB1 whose adherence is 
(adh !JB)- 01. Since 02 ___LOa adh !JB1 intersects X -02 -Oa and so adh fJB 
intersects X -0-0a. Now suppose that for some B0 E fJB the set Bo-01 
is not a bridge between 0 2 and 0 3• Then for each B E fJB the set B II Bo-01 
is not a bridge between 02 and Oa and so by the preceding lemma 
B II Bo-02 is a bridge between 0 1 and 0 3 . Let f!4 2 be the filter base formed 
by the sets B II Bo-01 where B varies over !JB. By 02 ___LOa we see that 
adh IJB2 intersects X- 0 2 - Oa. However adh f!42 = adh fJB- 0 1 and so again 
adh fJB intersects X-0-03• Hence by the definition of the relation ___L 
we have 0 ___L Oa. 
We use the binary relation __t_ defined for the family & of open sets 
of X to introduce a proximity relation A for X: Let D denote any dense 
subset of the open interval (0, 1). By a scale we understand a family 
(Oa) (d ED) of open sets Oa such that Oat C Oa" for every pair dt, d" ED 
satisfying d' <d". Now if A1, A 2 C X and if there is a scale (Oa) (dE D) 
such that A1 C Oa C cA2 for every dE D and Oat ___L cOa" for every dt <d" 
then we define A1 A A 2• Then A is anti-reflexive and symmetric and 
A A 4> for every A C X. For any pair of reals dt < d" of D we have A1 A cOat; 
Oat ___L cO a" and Oa" ___L A2. Hence if B1 = Oat and B 2 =cO a" then Ai A cBt 
( i = 1, 2) and B1 A B2. This, together with Lemma 5.2 shows that A is 
a proximity relation for X. Using Lemma 3.1 it is simple to show that A 
is the strongest proximity relation with the property that 0 1 A 0 2 implies 
01 ___L 02. If 0 is closed with respect to the topology generated by A 
and x ¢= 0 then by { x} A 0 there is an open set Oa containing x and disjoint 
from 0. Therefore 0 is closed also with respect to the original topology 
of X. In general the topology generated by A is weaker than the topology 
originally given on X. 
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We recall that a topological space X is called rim-compact if each 
point of X has arbitrarily small neighborhoods whose boundaries are 
compact. We shall prove that if X is rim-compact and regular then 1\ 
is compatible with the topology of X. Note that X is not necessarily a 
Hausdorff space, however we shall see that it is completely regular. 
Lemma 5.3: If X is regular and rim-compact and Nx is a neigh-
borhood of x EX then there is an open set Q with compact bmtndary and 
such that x E Q C Q C N z. 
Proof: By the regularity of X there is a neighborhood N of x such 
that N C N!. Since X is rim-compact we may assume that Nb is compact. 
Using the same properties of X for each y E Nb we can determine an open 
set Oy such that o: is compact and Oy C N x· By the compactness of Nb 
there are finitely many points y1, ... , Yn E Nb such that 
Nb C Oy1 u ... u Oy,. = R. 
The set Q = N U R is open, its closure is contained in N x and its boundary 
is contained in the compact set 0~1 u ... u Ot,.. Hence Q satisfies the 
requirements. 
Lemma 5. 4 : Let X be a regular, rim-compact space and let N be a 
neighborhood of x EX with compact boundary. Then for every open set 0 
containing N there is an open set Q such that Qb is compact and N C Q C Q C 0. 
Proof: For each y E Nb determine Oy such that o: is compact and 
Oy C 0. Using the compactness of Nb find points y1, ... , Yn E Nb such that 
Nb C 0y1 u ... u Oy., = R. 
Then Q = N u R is an open set satisfying the requirements. 
Lemma 5. 5 : If X is regular and rim-compact then every closed set 0 
and every x ¢0 admits a scale (Oa) (dE D) such that ~ is compact and 
x E Oa C cO for every d E D. 
Proof: Let D be the set of diadic rationals d=m2-n where O..;;m<2n 
and n= 1, 2, .... Using the last two lemmas determine the sets Oa (dE D) 
in the following order: First 0! next Ot and Ot then Oi, 0 1, 01 and 0 1, etc. 
Corollary: If X is regular and rim-compact then it is completely 
regular. 
Now we can easily show that the proximity relation 1\ defined earlier 
is compatible with the topology of X: In view of the earlier remarks it 
will be sufficient to show that if 0 is closed with respect to the topology 
originally given on X then it is closed with respect to the topology 
generated by 1\. Let x ¢ 0 and let (Oa) (d ED) be such that 0~ is compact 
and x E Oa C cO for every dE D. If we prove that Oa' _L cOa" for every 
d' <d" then we see that {x} 1\ 0 and so 0 is closed relative to the topology 
generated by 1\. For the sake of simplicity let 0=0a' and Q=cOa"· 
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Suppose f!J is a filter base in X such that every B E f!J is a bridge between 
0 and Q. Then every B intersects the boundary of 0 and so the sets 
Ob n B form a filter base f!J0 inOb. Since Obis compact adhf!Jo= (adhf!J) nOb 
is not void. By our construction Ob n Q is void and so f!J has an adherence 
point in X- 0- Q. Therefore 0 _l_ Q and 0 is closed. We proved that 1\ 
is compatible with the topology of the regular rim-compact space X. 
Hence we have 
Theorem 5.1: If X is rim-compact and regular then there is a strongest 
proximity relation 1\ compatible with the topology of X such that for any 
pair of open sets 01 1\ 02 implies 01 _l_ 02. 
Here 01 _l_ 02 means that every filter .fF bridging 01 with 02 has some 
adherence point in X -01-02. A filter .fF is a bridge between 01 and 02 
if .fF has a filter base f!J whose elements are closed sets bridging 01 with 02. 
A closed set B is a bridge between 01 and 02 if 01 U B U 02 admits no 
decomposition X =81 u 82 where 81 and 82 are disjoint open sets of 
0 1 u B u 0 2 and 0~ ~ 8~ (i =I, 2). The next section contains some further 
information on these compactifications. 
In [6] FREUDENTHAL introduced other embedding processes which 
are meaningful for any rim-compact space, which need not necessarily 
be metrizable. In general however the compact spaces in which X is thus 
embedded depend not only on the topology of X but also on the choice 
of a basis for the open sets of X. A compactification in the strict sense 
can be selected among these embeddings by choosing as a base the family 
of those open sets whose boundaries are compact. The corresponding 
compactification can be easily described by specifying the proximity 
relation of its precompact structure: We define 01 _l_ 02 if the open sets 
Ot (i =I, 2) are disjoint and have compact boundaries. Then we let 
A1 1\ A2 if and only if there is a scale (Oa) (d ED) such that A1 ~ Oa ~ cA2 
for every dE D and Oa' _l_ cOau for every d' < d". Let the corresponding 
precompact structure be denoted by 1?1/~. Similarly let 1?11~ denote the 
precompact structure corresponding to the compactification process 
discussed earlier. 
It is easy to see that 1?1/~..;;;; 1?11~ < 1?11 a and if X is locally compact then 
also l?l/A.;;;;I?l/~.;;;;1?11~.;;;;1?1/c. It is not known whether 1?11~=~ for any rim-
compact space nor is it known whether 1?11 A= 1?11~ for every locally compact 
space. The compactifications 1?11 A, 1?11~ and 1?1/~ have the tendency to 
trivialize the homology groups of X, but no precise result is known in 
this direction. By Wallman's theorem, if X is a normal Hausdorff space 
then it has the same homology groups as its compactification with respect 
to 1?1/c. (See [I9].) 
6. Continuity and proximity relations 
Let X and Y be sets whose proximity relations are both denoted by 
the same symbol/\. By Theorem 3.1 these proximity relations correspond 
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to a pair of precompact structures ott, "Y and so if f : X ~ Y then we 
may speak about the uniform continuity off with respect to the proximity 
relations of X and Y. The following criterion for uniform continuity is a 
generalization of Lemma 4.3: 
Theorem 6.1: The map f :X~ Y is uniformly continuous with 
respect to the precompact structures ott and "Y if and only if B1 1\ B2 implies 
j-l(BI) 1\ j-l(B2) for every pair of subsets B1, B2 of Y. 
Proof: First suppose that f is uniformly continuous so that j-1(V) E ott 
for every V E "Y. If B1/\ B2 then there is aVE "Y such that V[B1]r'l V[B2] 
is void. Let U=f-1(V) and let A~,=f-1(Bt) (i=l, 2). We claim that 
U[AI] and U[A2] do not intersect. In fact if x E U[AI] r'l U[A2] then 
(at, x) E U for some at EAt (i = 1, 2) and so (/(at), f(x)) E /( U) or in other 
words (bt, y) E V where y=f(x) and b"=f(at) (i=l, 2). Hence A1=/-l(B1) 
and A2 = j-l(B2) are far relative to ott. 
Next let f : X~ Y satisfy the above criterion. We show that f is 
uniformly continuous. Let V E "Y be given and let W E "Y be a symmetric 
vicinity such that W o W o W o W o W o W C V. Since "Y is precompact 
there are points y~, ... , y11 E Y such that W[y1] U ... U W[y11 ] = Y. Suppose 
that (W o W)[yt] and (W o W)[yi] do not intersect. Then W[y~,] 1\ W[yJ] 
and so by the criterion j-l(W[yt]) 1\ j-1(W[yJ]). Hence there is a vicinity 
Uti E ott such that the intersection of Uti[f-l(W[yt])] and Uti[f-1(W[yi])] 
is void. Let the symmetric vicinity U be chosen in ott such that U o U 
is contained in the intersection of all possible uij sets. For x', x" EX let 
y' = f(x') and y" = f(x"). We are going to show that if (x', x") E U then 
(y', y") E V: Since the union of the sets W[y!], ... , W[y 11 ] covers X there 
are indices i, j such that y' E W[yl] and y" E W[yJ]· This implies that 
x' E j-l(W[yt]) and x" E j-l(W[yJ]). If (x', x") E U C Uti then we see 
that x' and x" belong to both Uti[f-l(W[yt])] and Ut1[f-l(W[y1])]. 
Hence by the construction of Uti the sets (W o W)[yt] and (W o W)[y1] 
intersect. Consequently ('!Jt, YJ) E W o W o W o W. By the choice of i and j 
we have (y', Yt) E W and (Yi> y") E W. Hence 
(y', y") E W 0 W 0 W 0 W 0 W 0 W C V. 
We proved that for every V E "Y there is a U E ott such that (x', x") E U 
implies (y', y") E V. Therefore f is uniformly continuous and the propo-
sition is proved. 
The last theorem gives some insight into the actual construction of 
Freudenthal compactifications given in [5]. Let us use the same notations 
as in [5]. The Freudenthal compactification R* of R is constructed in 
terms of those non-negative real valued continuous functions f on R which 
are not bounded away from 0 and satisfy 
(*) [x: f(x)<{h] j_ [x: f(x)>f32] 
for every pair of real numbers {31 <{32. A brief analysis of the details shows 
that the construction remains. unchanged by imposing the requirement 
that f be bounded. If(*) holds for f then by the definition of 1\ we see that 
[x: f(x)<f3!] 1\ [x: /(x)>f32] 
for every (31 < (32 and so f is uniformly continuous. Hence f can be extended 
in a unique way to a continuous function f* on R*. By the additional 
hypothesis f* is non-negative and vanishes somewhere on R*. Theorem 
6.1 shows that iff* is continuous on the compact space R* then its restric-
tion toR satisfies (*). The starting elements of Freudenthal's construction 
are therefore those non-negative real valued functions f on R which are 
uniformly continuous with respect to the Freudenthal relation 1\ and 
whose extension vanishes at some point of the compactification of R 
with respect to 1\. Let c/> be the set of these functions f. 
For f E cf> let Z(f) denote the set of zeros off and let Z*(f) denote the 
set of zeros of the extension f* of f. The elements of R* are equivalence 
classes of subfamilies F ~ cf> subject to a condition which is equivalent 
to the following: The family {Z*(f)}(/ E F) is a filter base in R*. Families 
which satisfy this condition are called bound (gebunden). Let .'F, ... 
denote the filter generated by the filter base {Z*(f)} (f E F), .... The 
relation f>g used in [5] means Z*(f) ~ Z*(g). Since R is supposed to be 
a metric space for every x E R there is an h E cf> such that Z(k) = {x}. 
Therefore the relation F > G means adh .'F C adh f§. Hence F is "maximal" 
if there is no G such that adh f§ is properly included in adh .'F. Using 
the existence of an k E cf> with Z(k) = {x} we see that F is maximal if and 
only if adh .'F consists of a single point' of R*. For maximal F the set 
:rr,p consists of those admissible families G for which adh f§ = adh .'F. 
Hence :rtp can be identified with the unique adherence point of .'F. Since 
R* is metrizable every point of R* corresponds to some equivalence class 
np. The metrizability of R* is a consequence of the special nature of the 
Freudenthal relation 1\ and certain restrictions on R. Now if R is an 
arbitrary regular rim-compact space its Freudenthal compactification 
need not be metrizable and in this case the construction given in [5] 
can not be applied. Although there are several ways of constructing the 
compactification of precompact structures the following method seems 
simpler then most. 
Lemma 6.1: Let o/1 be a precompact structure for X and let 1' be 
the usual structure of the reals. Then o/1 = lub a-l("f') where a varies over 
the family of those real valued functions on X whick are uniformly continuous 
with respect to -o/1 and 1'. 
Proof: Let a denote the extension of the uniformly continuous real 
valued function a to the compactification X of X with respect to <ft. 
The function a on X is the extension of some a on X if and only if a is 
continuous. Since X is completely regular lub a-1(1') is compatible with 
the topology of X. However there is only one uniform structure compatible 
with a compact topology and so lub a-l(f) is the extension of~ to the 
compactification X of X. Since the restriction of a-1(1"") is a-1(1"") we see 
that ~ is lub a-l(f). 
If the real valued function a is uniformly continuous with respect to 
the precompact structure ~ then a is bounded. Therefore the family A 
of real valued uniformly continuous functions form an algebra over the 
field of reals under pointwise addition and multiplication. Under the 
norm JJaJJ = supr Ja(x)J the algebra A is complete and so A is a commutative 
Banach algebra. An ideal I of A is called real if the quotient algebra AJI 
is the field of real numbers. Let ..4 be the set of real ideals of A. For 
every x EX the set Iz= [a: a(x)=O] is a real ideal called the ideal fixed 
at x and so the set X can be identified with the set of fixed ideals of ..4. 
The image of the uniform structure ~ can be extended to a uniform 
structure if' for the whole of ..4 as follows: 
For every a E A let a* map ..4 into the reals by the rule a*(l.) =I(a) 
where I(a) is the real number corresponding to the equivalence class 
modulo I containing a. Let the uniform structure if' for ..4 be defined 
as if' =lub a*-l(f) where 1"" is the usual structure of the reals. If Iz is 
fixed at x E X then a* (Iz) = a(x) and so the restriction of if' to X is 
lub a-l(f). Hence by Lemma 6.1 if' is the extension of~ to ..4. We 
can easily prove that ..4 is complete with respect to if'. Here it is preferable 
to use nets instead of filters: Let (I d) (d E D) be a Cauchy net with respect 
to if' over the directed set D with values Itt in ..4. Let R be the set of 
real numbet•s and let htZ : A --+ R be the homomorphism whose kernel 
is Itt. Since (Id) (d ED) is a Cauchy net with respect to if' so is 
(Itt( a))= (htZ(a)) (d ED) with respect to 1"". By the completeness of 1"" we 
see that h(a) =lim htZ(a) exists for every a EA. We show that the kernel I 
of the homomorphism h : A --+ R is the limit of the Cauchy net (I d) (d ED). 
To this end we must show that for every neighborhood W[I] of I there 
is a 15 ED such that Itt E W[I] for d> 15. By the definition of if' given 
w E if' there exist functions al, ... ' an. E A and a vicinity v E r such that 
By h(ak) =lim hd(ak) (k= 1, ... , n) there is a 15 ED such that (hd(ak}, 
h(ak)) E V or equivalently (Itt, I) E a;- 1(V) for every k= l, ... , n and 
d> 15. Thus Itt E W[I] and so I =lim Itt. 
Now let X denote the closure of the set of fixed ideals Iz (x EX) with 
respect to the uniform topology generated on ..4 by if'. Since ..4 is 
complete with respect to if' the closed subspace X is complete with 
respect to the uniform structure if' restricted to X. The set X with this 
restricted structure ~ is the compactification of X with respect to the 
precompact structure ~-
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